
Separate the items in each sentence using commas and semicolons.

1) Tess bought butter �our and eggs for the cake tomatoes basil and cheese for the

pasta and lettuce olives and croutons for the salad.

2) On his trip to Europe Marlon wants to visit Munich Germany Vienna Austria and

Milan Italy.

3) Our plan is to go to the mall where we’ll shop for new clothes to the beach where

we’ll surf for a bit and to the movies where we will catch a new �ick.

4) Nate couldn’t decide between peonies daisies and roses tulips orchids and lilies

and orchids carnations and da!odils for the �ower arrangement.

5) Ms. Keller has "ve daughters including Jess who is an accountant Polly who is a

doctor and Gina who is a chef.

6) You can wear jeans sneakers and a jacket a skirt boots and a cardigan or a dress

and platform shoes for the concert.

7) For the group project Ms. Davis put Greg Harry and Liam in team A Mike Jed and

Frank in team B and Je! Jason and Chris in team C.

8) Kevin has a brother living in Chicago Illinois a sister living in Columbus Ohio and

another sister living in Houston Texas.

Name :
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Semicolon

A semicolon is a punctuation mark used to connect two closely related sentences or to

separate items in a series when one or more items already have commas.

Example: The neighborhood committee included Daniel, a banker; Charles, a lawyer;

and Emily, a business owner.
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Separate the items in each sentence using commas and semicolons.

1) Tess bought butter, !our, and eggs for the cake; tomatoes, basil, and cheese for the

pasta; and lettuce, olives, and croutons for the salad.

2) On his trip to Europe, Marlon wants to visit Munich, Germany; Vienna, Austria; and

Milan, Italy.

3) Our plan is to go to the mall, where we’ll shop for new clothes; to the beach, where

we’ll surf for a bit; and to the movies, where we will catch a new !ick.

4) Nate couldn’t decide between peonies, daisies, and roses; tulips, orchids, and lilies;

and orchids, carnations, and da"odils for the !ower arrangement.

5) Ms. Keller has #ve daughters, including Jess, who is an accountant; Polly, who is a

doctor; and Gina, who is a chef.

6) You can wear jeans, sneakers, and a jacket; a skirt, boots, and a cardigan; or a dress

and platform shoes for the concert.

7) For the group project, Ms. Davis put Greg, Harry, and Liam in team A; Mike, Jed, and

Frank in team B; and Je", Jason, and Chris in team C.

8) Kevin has a brother living in Chicago, Illinois; a sister living in Columbus, Ohio; and

another sister living in Houston, Texas.

Name :
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Answer Key

Semicolon

A semicolon is a punctuation mark used to connect two closely related sentences or to

separate items in a series when one or more items already have commas.

Example: The neighborhood committee included Daniel, a banker; Charles, a lawyer;

and Emily, a business owner.
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